Marcel Cohen has expressed the challenge most admirably, to those students of language who chance to have small children. He says,2
This makes it desirable, despite difficulties, that many observations of children be made in all languages, and it ought to encourage linguists and amateur linguists to observe children-in particular their own-even when they cannot do so completely.
It was my intention at the outset to make a thorough and complete observation of the speech of my little daughter Mollie;3 unfortunately, I was forced to be absent for a time at the most interesting period. My results, therefore, may seem fragmentary, but I can at least take shelter in the conclusion of Mr. Cohen's remark. My study was limited to the beginnings of Mollie's articulate speech in direct imitation of her parents or others. Mollie's pronunciation is indicated, in the following, phonetically.
The phonetic signs used are as follows (they are distinguished from ordinary signs by being put in square brackets):
[ax] a as in at [a] 
